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[VIRGIL TIBBS] African-American male. Late 20s – mid 30s. Sydney Portiere with stage fight skills.
Brilliant Pasadena homicide detective and forensic expert working a murder case in the racially bigoted
atmosphere of 1960 Alabama. Articulate, mentally astute, physically fit and statuesque. Dogged
determination. Self-confident. Stays focused and keeps his emotions in check. LEAD…
[START]

Continue…
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[End Side #1]

Side #2
SAM WOOD. Virgil.
TIBBS. Yeah, Sam.
SAM WOOD. I wanna ask you something you ain't gonna like. But I wanna
know.
TIBBS. Go ahead.
SAM WOOD. How'd they take you as a cop? How a colored man get all those
advantages? If you wanna get mad, go ahead...
TIBBS. You've always lived in the South?
SAM WOOD. Born, raised, and damn proud of it.
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TIBBS. There are places where I go weeks without anyone bringing up the color
of my skin. Here, I can't go fifteen minutes. If you went somewhere and
people despised you because your southern accent, and you were just
speaking naturally you might ·have an idea what it's like being hated for
something shouldn't make any difference anyhow.
SAM WOOD. Some guys down here'd kill you for saying a thing like that.
TIBBS. You've made my point.
(They drive.)
SAM WOOD. Got yourself a girl?
TIBBS. Had one.
SAM WOOD. What happened?
TIBBS. Probably the same things you've encountered.
SAM WOOD. What d'you mean?
TIBBS. You're single.
SAM WOOD. Yeah... So?
TIBBS. This job eats up a lot of time, but more than that, a lot of your thinking.
A lotta other parts as well. She found herself someone where that wasn't a
problem.
SAM WOOD. What's the new guy do? If you don't mind me askin'?
TIBBS. Milkman.
SAM WOOD. Milkman?
TIBBS. Got dumped for a milkman.
(A beat, then they both smile.)

[End Side #2]
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